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Let G be a finitely generated group such that the word problem for G is E.-decidable for some 
n ~> 1. Then there xists a finitely getterated context-sensitive pr sentation f G such that the 
word problem for this presentation can be solved by a pseudo-natural algorithm in the class 
E,,. This result cannot be strengthened to always yield a context-free presentation. However, it 
can be extended tohold for finitely generated monoids as well. 
1. Introduction 
For many decision problems in mathematics and computer science the problem definition 
already induces a "natural strategy" for solving the problem. Since we do not want to 
give an explicit definition of the term "natural strategy", we state some examples from 
different areas of mathematics and computer science that will clearly illustrate the 
phenomenon we have in mind. 
(A) COMBINATORIAL GROUP THEORY 
Let G be a group described by a finite presentation (E; L). Then the word problem for 
G is the following: 
INSTANCE: A word w ~ E*. 
QUESTION: Does w represent the identity of G, i.e. does there exist a finite sequence of 
applications of the defining relations of the presentation (Z; L )  that 
transforms the word w into the empty word e? 
The "natural strategy" for solving this problem would consist in trying to find a finite 
sequence of applications of the defining relations of (Z; L)  transforming w into e. 
(B) COMPUTER ALGEBRA 
Let R be a commutative ring, let B = (bt, b2, . . . ,  bn} be a finite subset of R, and let I be 
the ideal of R generated by B, i.e. 
I=  rsR l~a l ,  a2 . . . . .  a, eR: r= a~.b~ . 
i 
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The membership problem for I is the following decision problem: 
INSTANCE: An element r ~ R. 
QUESTION: IS rsI ,  i.e. do there exist elements al, a2 . . . .  , a, sR such that  
r = ~ ai. bi? 
i=1 
The "natural strategy" for solving this problem would be to try to  find elements 
a~, a2 . . . . .  a,~R such that 
r~ ~ ai.b i. 
(C) FORMAL LANGUAGE THEORY 
Let L be a language generated by a Chomsky grammar G = (V, T, P, S), where V and 
T are finite sets of variables and terminals, respectively, P is a finite set of productions, 
and S e V is the start symbol. The membership problem for L is the fol lowing decision 
problem: 
INSTANCE: A word w ~ T*. 
QUESTION: IS weL, i.e. does there exist a derivation of w from the start symbol S in G? 
The "natural strategy" for solving this problem would consist in trying to construct a
derivation of w from S in G. 
(D) LOGIC 
Let L be a language of first-order predicate calculus, let A = {@1, @2 . . . . .  ~,,,} be a finite 
set of closed formulae over L, and let T denote the first-order theory having A as a set of 
axioms. The decision problem for T is the following: 
INSTANCE: A closed formula @ over L. 
QL~STION: IS @ a theorem of T, i.e. does there exist a finite proof for 
The "natural strategy" for solving this problem would be to try to come up with a 
proof of {~,, ~2 . . . . .  ~,} [-r 
(E) TERM REWRITING SYSTEMS 
Let R be a finite term rewriting system. The word problem for R is the following 
decision problem: 
INSTANCE: Two terms tl and t 2. 
QUESTION: Are t 1 and t 2 equivalent modulo R, i.e. does there exist a f inite sequence of 
applications of rules of R transforming t 1 into t2? 
The "natural strategy" for solving this problem would consist in trying to construct a
finite sequence of applications of rules of R transforming tl into t2. 
In general, the "natural strategy" will not give an algorithm for solving.the problem 
under consideration. However, there are many situations in which a decision problem is 
solved efficiently by an algorithm that was developed by studying the corresponding 
"natural strategy". Here are some examples. 
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(A) COMBINATORIAL GROUP THEORY 
Let G be a small cancellation group (Lyndon & Schupp, 1977). Then the word problem 
for G can be solved in linear time by applying Dehn's algorithm (Lyndon & Schupp, 
1977). On input a word weE* Dehn's algorithm constructs a finite sequence of 
applications of the defining relations of the given presentation. This sequence transforms 
w into a word w' to which no defining relation of a certain type can be applied anymore. 
As it turns out w represents the identity of the group G if and only if w' = e. Thus, Dehn's 
algorithm can be viewed as a realisation of the "natural strategy" for solving the word 
problem for a finitely presented group. 
(B) COMPUTER ALGEBRA 
Let K be a field, let X be a finite set of indeterminates, and let K[X] denote the ring of 
polynomials with coefficients from K and indeterminates X. Finally, let B ~_ K[X] and let 
I be the ideal of K[X] generated by B. Then one can define a reduction relation - -*- B on 
K[X] such that for all p, qeK[X], p,-~-*q if and only if p-qs l  (Buchberger, 1970). 
Here ~-*-, denotes the congruence on K[X] generated by -~-*. If B is a Gr6bner base 
n 
(Buchberger, 1970), then peI if and only if p-~-*0. But during this reduction a 
presentation of the form 
k 
P = Y'. q~. Pt (k >/1, q,e K[X], PI~ B) 
is generated implicitly. 
(C) FORMAL LANGUAGE THEORY 
Let L be a context-free language generated by a context-free grammar G = (V, T, P, S). 
If G is in Chomsky normal form, then the membership problem for L can be solved by the 
algorithm of Cocke, Kasami, and Younger (Hopcroft & Ullman, 1979). On input a word 
w e T* this algorithm tries to construct a derivation of w from S in G. Hence, it can be 
seen as realising the "natural strategy" for solving the membership problem for context- 
free languages. 
(D) TERM REWRITING SYSTEMS 
Let R be a finite term rewriting system. Then R defines a reduction relation -~-. on the 
set of terms T. If R is canonical, i.e. if the relation - R-~ is Noetherian and confluent, then 
for each term t e T, there is a unique irreducible term ~ ~ T such that each - R--reduction 
starting with t reaches "~ within a finite number of steps. Hence, for all terms tl, t2 ~ T, tl 
and t2 are equivalent modulo R if and only if ~1 = t2. Thus, in order to decide whether or 
not q, t2 ~ T are equivalent modulo R, one simply reduces tl and t 2 to their normal forms 
71 and 72, respectively, and compares these normal forms. If 71 =72, i.e. if tl and t2 are 
equivalent modulo R, then the chains of reductions from t, to 71 and from t2 to ~2 give a 
transformation f t, into t2. So the algorithm outlined above, which is used usually when 
dealing with the word problem for canonical term rewriting systems (Huet & Oppen, 
1980), is an instance of the "natural strategy" for the word problem for term rewriting 
systems. 
Let P be a decision problem such that there exists an algorithm A which is based on the 
"natural strategy" for P, and which solves P for all instances of a certain restricted form. 
Now if an instance of P is given, which does not meet these restrictions, then in general 
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algorithm A will not solve it. However, in some situations one can transform the given 
instance of P into a different but equivalent one to which A is applicable. This process can 
be seen as some kind of preprocessing, which is performed before the given instance of P 
is actually solved. Buchberger's (1970) algorithm, that on input a finite set of polynomials 
B ~ K[X] computes a Groebner base G equivalent to B, and the Knuth-Bendix (1970) 
completion procedure, that on input a finite term rewriting system R on T tries to 
construct an equivalent canonical one, are examples for this kind of preprocessing. 
This way of approaching a decision problem P raises the following three questions: 
(1) Which additional restrictions do we have to impose on the instances of P in order 
to devise an algorithm A that is based on the "natural strategy" for P, and that 
solves at least all these instances? 
(2) Given an instance of P not satisfying these restrictions, how can it be transformed 
into an equivalent one that does satisfy these restrictions? 
(3) Given an instance of P satisfying the above restrictions, which means that 
algorithm A can be used to solve it, how efficient does A perform this task? 
When thinking of the diversity of decision problems that may be considered here, it 
becomes obvious that these questions outline a complete research program. In order to 
avoid this diversity in the following we will restrict our attention to one particular 
decision problem expecting that the problems encountered and the results obtained there 
will at least give a flavour of the problems and results to be expected in the general 
situation. For our investigations we choose the word problem for string rewriting systems, 
which form a restricted class of term rewriting systems. String rewriting systems are very 
well suited to present monoids and groups, and so we will be dealing with the word 
problem for finitely generated monoids and groups. 
Let T be a string rewriting system (Thue system) on Z, where ~ denotes a finite 
alphabet. Then T defines a congruence ~-T ~ on the free monoid ]E*, which is the reflexive 
and transitive closure of the single step relation ,-u The set {[u] lug:E*} of congruence 
classes forms a monoid MT under the operation [U]T ~ [V]T = [UV']r with identity [el7., and 
accordingly, the ordered pair (Y.; T) is called a monoid presentation. The word problem for 
(2; T) is the following decision problem: 
INSTANCE: Two words u, v e Z*. 
QUESTION: Do these words represent he same element of the monoid Mr ,  i.e. does 
U~--T'V hold? 
The "natural strategy" for solving this problem consists in trying to construct a 
derivation of v from u in (Z; T), i.e. a sequence of the form 
U ~- WO*-'~'-*WI~--T-*" " "+"~W k ~ l). 
Since there exist finitely presented monoids with undecidable word problem, it is obvious 
that this strategy will not work in general. 
By allowing the rules of T to be applied in one direction only we obta in  a reduction 
relation - u If this reduction relation is Noetherian and confluent, then each congruence 
class [u] T contains a unique normal form ~, i.e. fi is the only word from I-U-IT to which no 
reduction can be applied. So given words u and v, we can determine whether U~-T-,V by 
computing the corresponding normal forms and comparing them. This is exactly the 
strategy used for canonical term rewriting systems. 
Unfortunately, most reduction relations associated with Thue systems are not 
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canonical, i.e. Noetherian and confluent. In addition, the following two decision problems 
are undecidable in general (Huet & Lankford, 1978; Bauer & Otto, 1984): 
INSTANCE: A finite string rewriting system T on Z. 
1. QUESTION: IS the reduction relation -u Noetherian? 
2. QUESTION: IS the reduction relation -u confluent? 
On the other hand, if a finite string rewriting system T is known to be Noetherian, then 
T is confluent if and only if it is locally confluent (Newman, 1943), and in this situation 
the property of being locally confluent is decidable (of. Nivat & Benois, 1971). If a finite 
string rewriting system T is Noetherian but not confluent, hen one can try to obtain an 
equivalent one that is canonical by applying the Knuth-Bendix (1970) completion 
procedure to T. However, not every finite Noetherian string rewriting system can be 
completed. In fact, there exist finite string rewriting systems T on {a, b} such that no finite 
canonical system T' on {a, b} is equivalent to T, i.e. for no finite canonical system T' on 
{a, b} do the congruences ~-*"r and ,-r -~, on {a, b}* coincide (Jantzen, 1985; Kapur & 
Narendran, 1985). Finally, assume that T is a finite canonical string rewriting system on 
Z. Then the word problem for (Z; T) can be solved by employing the strategy of 
computing normal forms mentioned above. However, as it turns out this algorithm may 
be far from being optimal (Bauer & Otto, 1984). In fact, the gap between the complexity 
of the word problem itself and the complexity of this algorithm can be arbitrarily large. 
The reason for this phenomenon is the fact that the chains of reductions generated by T 
may be much too long in comparison to the complexity of the word problem. 
One might think that this happens because of the fact that the rules of T are applied in 
one direction only. So what happens when this restriction is lifted? Obviously, the 
relation ~--T-,(:=-u165 obtained in this way is not Noetherian. So in this general 
situation we need further information about T in order to construct a derivation of v from 
u in (Z; T) for given words u, veE*. Without specifying the type of additional 
information used an algorithm ~b for solving the word problem for (E; T) is called a 
pseudo-natural lgorithm (Madlener & Otto, 1985), if it is of the following form: 
(the description of a derivation of v from u 
ok(u, v) = ~ in (E; T), if u.--~-,v, 
("no",  otherwise. 
It is fairly straightforward to see that the complexity of a pseudo-natural algorithm for 
solving the word problem for (Z; T) is related to the derivational complexity 1T of the 
string rewriting system T, where 
(min {kl3uo, u . . . . ,uke  E*: 
l r (u ,v )=)  uo=uo,- u u x u 
} 1I u~u 
I,.0, otherwise. 
A finitely presented monoid M has many different finite presentations (El; Tt). As is well 
known, the complexity of the word problem does not depend on the actually chosen finite 
presentation, i.e. it is an invariant of finite presentations, provided the complexity classes 
considered are sufficiently rich (Avenhaus & Madlener, 1977). Here we will only be 
dealing with the classes E,, (n >>. 1) of the Grzegorczyk (1953) hierarchy (Weihrauch, 1974; 
cf. e.g. Madlener & Otto, 1985), but other sufficiently rich complexity classes could be 
used as well. Now surprisingly enough, if the derivationat complexity IT, Of a finite 
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presentation (El; T,) of M is bounded above by a function in the Grzegorczyk class E,, 
then so is the derivational complexity It2 of any other finite presentation (Z2; T2) of the 
monoid M, i.e. the derivational complexity is also an invariant of finite presentations 
(Madlener & Otto, 1985). 
How are the derivational complexity lw and the intrinsic complexity of the word 
problem for (Z; T) related to one another? By the previous remarks the former induces 
an upper bound for the latter; but how good is this upper bound? One of the main results 
of Madlener & Otto (1985) answers this question in the following way: For every 
n, meN, m >n >f 3, there exists a finitely presented monoid (in fact a group) G(n, m) such 
that the intrinsic complexity of the word problem for G(n, m) is bounded above by a 
function in the Grzegorczyk class E,, but not by any function in the class E,,_ 1, while the 
derivational complexity of G(n, m) is bounded above by a function in the class E,,, but not 
by any function in the class Em-x. Thus, there can be a gap between the intrinsic 
complexity of the word problem for a finitely presented monoid or group on the one hand 
and the lowest degree of complexity that can be realised by a pseudo-natural lgorithm 
for solving this very problem on the other hand, and this gap can be arbitrarily large. 
Hence, as far as the word problem for finitely presented monoids and groups is 
concerned, the "natural strategy" will in general induce very poor algorithms only, 
although there are many cases in which these algorithms perform very nicely, e.g. free 
groups, one-relator groups and small cancellation groups (Magnus, 1932; Lyndon & 
Schupp, 1977; Avenhaus & Madlener, 1977). 
Is there a possibility to improve the general situation? To do so it is obviously not 
sufficient to consider finite presentations only, but would it help to allow finitely generated non- 
finite presentations? 
If a group G is given through a finitely generated (group-) presentation (Z; L), then 
(E; {w~_~* [w ~e}) is a finitely generated non-finite presentation of G, the derivational 
complexity of which is bounded above by the constant I. However, for this latter 
presentation, the problem of deciding of whether or not a given word is a defining relator 
is already equivalent to the word problem. So what we would really like to obtain is a 
finitely generated non-finite presentation that can be described by some finite means such 
that the set of defining relators is easily decidable. Hence, we are interested in the 
following question: Let G be a finitely generated group with an E,,-decidable word 
problem for some n >f 1. Does there necessarily exist a finitely generated presentation 
(Y~; L) of G satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) the derivational complexity of the presentation (Z; L )  is bounded above by a 
function in the Grzegorczyk class E,, and 
(ii) the set L of defining relators is easily decidable? 
Obviously, we will have to specify what we mean by "easily decidable". But a second 
problem occurs. For finite presentations, the derivational complexity is closely related to 
the complexity of a pseudo-natural lgorithm, since given an upper bound k~ E, for the 
derivational complexity of a finite presentation (E; L) and a word w~*,  one can 
effectively enumerate all the derivations that start with w and that are of length at most 
[k(w)l. For n i> 3, this gives a pseudo-natural gorithm from E,, for solving the word 
problem for (2; L). However, if L is infinite, then there may be infinitely many 
derivations that start with w and that are of length at most Ik(w)[, since at each step there 
are infinitely many different possibilities of inserting a defining relator. Thus, in order to 
establish a close connection between the derivational complexity and the complexity of a 
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pseudo-natural algorithm in this situation, we must restrict he set of relators that may be 
inserted. This gives the notions of strong derivation and strong derivational complexity, i.e. 
only those derivations are considered uring which no non-trivial relator is inserted. It 
turns out that the word problem for a finitely generated presentation (E; L), whose 
strong derivational complexity is bounded above by a function in the Grzegorzyk class 
E,, can be solved by a pseudo-natural algorithm from Eq, where q = max {n, p, 3}. Here, 
the set L is assumed to be Ep-decidable. However, for finitely generated non-finite 
presentations, the strong derivational complexity depends on the actually chosen 
presentation. 
These results are established in section 3. Then our main result concerning finitely 
generated non-finite presentations of groups is given. It says that for each n >t 1 and each 
finitely generated group whose word problem is E,,-decidable, there exists a finitely 
generated presentation (Z; L) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) the strong derivational complexity of (E; L ) is bounded above by a function in 
the class E,,, 
(ii) the set L is El-decidable, and 
(iii) there exists a pseudo-natural E,-algorithm for solving the word problem for 
<Z; L>. 
Since every El-decidable set of words is a context-sensitive language (Weihrauch, 
1974), this means that for each n/> 1 and each finitely generated group with an E,- 
decidable word problem, there is a finitely generated presentation (Z; L), the strong 
derivational complexity of which is bounded above by a function in E, and the set L of 
defining relators of which is a context-sensitive language. Presentations of the form 
(Z; L), where L is a context-sensitive language, will be called context-sensitive 
presentations i  the following. Accordingly, context-free presentations can be defined. 
Obviously, the result stated above suggests the question of whether or not it can be 
sharpened to yield context-free presentations. By using arguments imilar to those 
employed by Anisimov & Seifert (1975) to prove that a group with a context-free word 
problem is finitely presented, it can be shown that a group having a context-free 
presentation is, in fact, finitely presented. In addition, if the strong derivational 
complexity of the given context-free presentation is bounded above by a function in the 
class E,, then so is the derivational complexity of each finite presentation of this very 
group. Now the results of Madlener & Otto (1985) show that it is not sufficient o 
consider context-free presentations instead of context-sensitive ones. 
Finally, groups can be viewed as monoids satisfying a certain additional property. 
Hence, it is only natural to ask whether or not the results obtained so far can be carried over to 
arbitrary monoids. In general, it is impossible to restrict the applications of defining relations 
for a given finitely generated monoid-presentation as it was done for group-presentations 
resulting in the notion of strong derivation. But, nevertheless, foreach n f> 1 and each finitely 
generated monoid with an E,-decidable word problem, there is a finitely generated 
presentation (2; T) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) the derivational complexity of (E; T) is bounded above by a function in the class 
En, 
(ii) the set T of defining relations is El-decidable, and 
(iii) there exists a pseudo-natural E,-algorithm for solving the word problem for 
(E; T). 
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Whenever T~ ~* x E* is El-decidable, then the set T* = {u#vl(u,  v) e T} is a context- 
sensitive language, where # ~ ~ is an additional letter. We call a monoid-presentation (~.; T) 
context-sensitiue, whenever T r is a context-sensitive language. Thus, for each n t> 1 and each 
finitely generated monoid with an En-decidable word problem, there exists a finitely generated 
context-sensitive presentation (2; T), the derivational complexity of which is bounded above 
by a function in E~, and the word problem of which can be solved by a pseudo-natural 
algorithm from E n. 
But in contrast o the situation for groups there exist finitely generated monoids that 
are not finitely presented, but for which finitely generated context-free presentations can 
be found. So it remains the question of whether there exists a finitely presented monoid M 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) the word problem for M is E~-decidable, 
(ii) for no finite presentation of M is the derivational complexity bounded above by a 
function in En, but 
(iii) there exists a finitely generated context-free presentation of M, the derivational 
complexity of which is bounded above by a function in E n. 
An important very recent result by Squier finally takes us back to the notion of 
Noetherian and confluent reduction with which our investigations began. Squier proved 
that there exist finitely presented monoids and groups with decidable word problems that 
do not possess any finite presentations (S; T), for which the reduction relation ~ induced 
by T is Noetherian and confluent (Squier, 1987). Hence, the situation investigated in the 
present paper is even worse for algorithms that are based on finite Noetherian and 
confluent presentations: There are finitely presented monoids and groups with decidable 
word problems for which no algorithm for solving the word problem exists that is based 
on a finite Noetherian and confluent presentation. (The examples given by Squier (1987) 
all allow pseudo-natural lgorithms that are based on finite presentations and that are of 
the same degree of complexity as the word problems themselves.) 
Thus, the following question is of very much interest: For each n ~> 1 and each finitely 
generated monoid M with an En-decidable word problem does there exist a finitely 
generated context-sensitive presentation (S; T) such that: 
(i) the reduction relation ~ induced by T is Noetherian and confluent, and 
(ii) the derivational complexity of (S; T) is bounded from above by a function in the 
class E~? 
An affirmative answer would imply that one should try to devise a completion 
procedure that, on input a finite presentation of a monoid (or group) M with an 
E~-decidable word problem, attempts to generate a finite description of a context- 
sensitive presentation of M satisfying properties (i) and (ii). This presentation would then 
allow to solve the word problem for M efficiently, thus resolving the phenomenon 
described in Bauer & Otto (1984, Theorem 3.5). 
Finally, we can summarise the results obtained as follows. When dealing with the word 
problem for finitely generated monoids and groups, the "natural strategy" is sufficient o 
obtain optimal algorithms at least as far as the classes of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy (or 
other sufficiently rich complexity classes) are concerned, provided the presentations 
considered are not restricted too much. However, to stress again the results of Madlener 
& Otto (1985), once finite presentations are considered only, then the algorithms based 
on the "natural strategy" are in general far from being optimal, i.e. much better 
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algorithms exist that take into account more information about the structure of the 
specific monoid or group considered. 
2. Basic Definitions and Notation 
Since we assume the reader to be familiar with Madlener & Otto (1985), we are going 
to restate here the most fundamental definitions only that our investigations are based 
upon. 
Let 2 = {al, a2 . . . . .  a,} be a finite alphabet. Then Z* denotes the set of all words over 
I2 including the empty word e. The equality of words u, v slg* is written as u-= v. The 
length of a word wsZ* is denoted by [wl, and numerical superscripts are used as usual to 
abbreviate words. 
A subset T of Y.* x ~.* is a called a Thue system. It induces a congruence ~--*~ r on ~2", 
the Thue congruence generated by T, which in turn defines a monoid M r. If M is a 
monoid such that M ~ Mr, i.e. M and Mr are isomorphic, then the ordered pair (2;; T) 
is called a (monoid-) presentation of M. 
The derivational complexity of a presentation (N; T) is the following function 
IT: E* x Z*--*N: 
t 
min {keN 13 Uo, ul . . . . .  uksl~*: 
It(u, v):= u = Uo.--r-,ul ~-r~ ~--r-,uk = v} 
if u.-u 
k0,  otherwise, 
where ,-?~ denotes the single step derivation relation induced by T. 
The complexity of the word problem as well as the derivational complexity are 
independent of the actually chosen finite presentation of a monoid M (Avenhaus & 
Madlener, 1977; Madlener & Otto, 1985), as long as the complexity classes considered 
are sufficiently rich. 
A specific class of algorithms for solving the word problem is the class of pseudo- 
natural algorithms, which reflect the "natural strategy" for solving this problem. An 
algorithm qS: 2;* x Z* ~ (12 u {(,),  ;, # })* is called a pseudo-natural gorithm for the word 
problem for (2;; T), if it satisfies the following for all words u, v e 12": 
f 
(u; Ul; u2; . . . ;  v), if u~--*r~v, where 
u'--r~ ul ~--r . . . . .  u v 
4~(u, v) = is a derivation of v from u in (2; ; T), 
I,. #,  if u@v.  
As pointed out in the introduction the notions of derivational complexity and of 
pseudo-natural gorithm are fairly closely related one to the other as far as finite 
presentations are concerned. 
Since they are monoids, groups can be described by monoid-presentations. However, 
one usually uses group-presentations instead. Let 12 be a finite alphabet, let ~, be another 
alphabet in 1-to-1 correspondence with Z such that Ec~2 = ~, let -:  2-- ,~ be a mapping 
realising this 1-to-1 correspondence, and let _E = ~;u~.. For a subset L_  _~*, let TL denote 
the Thue system 
T L = {(W, e) lw~Lu {afi,?tala~]~}}. 
Then the monoid MTL given through the presentation (_Z; Tz) is actually a group, and the 
ordered pair (12; L) is called a group-presentation f this group. 
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By extending the mapping -: r.--.l~ in an obvious way, we obtain a function -1. 
_2*~Z* mapping each word w~Z* onto its .formal inverse w-~e2 *, i.e. 
for .- :-.. Since for all u, v e Z , u -7 v if and only if w- iw~e~ww -~, where ~ stands ], ' _* ~, ' 
uv- 1 ~ e, and since the function - 1 is easily computable, the word problem for a finitely 
generated group-presentation (2;; L )  is usually stated as follows: 
INSTANCE: A word w e X*. 
QUESTION: Does w represent the identity of the group G presented by (X; L), i.e. does 
w ~ e hold? 
The notions of derivational complexity and pseudo-natural gorithm can be stated 
accordingly for group-presentations. 
3. The Strong Derivational Complexity for Finitely Generated Group-presentations 
Let (Z; L) be a finitely generated group-presentation, and let weE*. Then there is 
only a finite number of different ways of how to delete a defining relator from w, i.e. to 
transform w into w '=-uv, where w-uxv  and (x, e )eT  L, since w has finitely many 
subwords only. But in case L is infinite, there are infinitely many ways of how to insert a 
defining relator into w, i.e. to transform w into ~/= uxv, where w = uv and (x, e)e T L, 
Thus, even if there exists a bound for the derivational complexity of (Z; L>, the word 
problem cannot simply be solved by enumerating all the corresponding derivations that 
are restricted in length by this bound. Hence, in order to always obtain an algorithm for 
the word problem from an upper bound for the derivational complexity, we have to 
restrict he set of defining relators that are allowed to be inserted. One obvious choice is 
to allow only trivial relators, i.e. relators of the form a~i or ~a (a e Y.), to be inserted. 
DEFINITION 3.1. L et (Z;  L)  be a finitely generated group-presentation, a d let 
~.= TLU{(w,e) lw- leL}. 
(a) A derivation 
W -~ Wn~ "o ~-~" " " * "~W =- e " TL Wl ' - rL  TL k 
ofe from w in (Z; L> is called strong, if the only relators inserted uring this derivation 
are trivial ones, i.e. whenever Iwll < I w~ + 1[ for some i e {0, 1 . . . . .  k -  2}, then wl -= uv and 
wt+ l =-ua?w or Wf+l -u~tav for some u, ve Z_* and ae Z. 
(b) The strong derivational complexity of (Z;  L} is the function s L : _Z* ~ N defined by 
~ min {keN l~ Wo, wl . . . .  , wkeZ_*: w --- Wo~. . - ,W 1 ,-~;, . . . .  , - -~w k = e 
sdw) :=~ . . . . . .  '~ is a strong derivation} 
i fw~e,  
k.0, otherwise. 
Observe that we must add the rules {(w, e) lw-~eL} to the underlying Thue system TL 
in order to preserve the correctness of the notion of derivation, since the only way to 
simulate a step of the form uv,-~, uxv (x ~ L) within a strong derivation is as follows: 
uv'-r['uxx-tv (by inserting Ixl trivial relators) 
,-~(,uxv (by applying the rule (x -1  e)). 
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This also shows that for a finite group-presentation (Z; L), the notions of derivational 
complexity and of strong derivational complexity are closely connected. 
If w = w . . . .  wt . . . . . . . .  ~fwk is part of a strong derivation in (E; L), then we have 
u TL TL 
Iw~]<<.lwl+2k for all i=0,  1 . . . .  , k -1 .  Hence, there are only finitely many strong 
derivations in (Z; L), that start with w and that are of length not exceeding k. Thus, 
given w all these finitely many strong derivations can be enumerated ffectively. From this 
remark the following lemma can be derived easily, 
LEMMA 3.2. Let m, p e N, let q : = max {m, p, 3}, and let G = (Z; L )  be a finitely generated 
group-presentation, whose strong derivational complexity is bounded above by a function in 
the Grzegorczyk class E,,,, and whose set L of defining relators is Efdecidabte. Then there 
exists a pseudo-natural gorithm in the class Eq that solves the word problem for (Y.; L). 
So the strong derivational complexity induces an upper bound for the intrinsic 
complexity of the word problem for a finitely generated group-presentation. However, the 
strong derivational complexity depends on the actually chosen group-presentation as 
shown by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let F = (b, c; r be the free group generated by I2o:= {b, c}, and let 
A = {b~cbili >I 1}. Then A is Nielsen-reduced (Magnus et al., 1976), and so the subgroup 
(A)F of F generated by A is freely generated by A. Now 
(A)F = {we_2~l 3 ue(Zwh-1)* :wTu} 
is Et-decidable, and there exists a rewriting function zeE2(_20) for (A)r satisfying 
l~(w)l~<lwl a and lz(w)l,4~<twl for all words weZ*~(A)F  (Madlener, 1977). Here, for 
x s (A u A- ~)*, Ixl~ denotes the length of x with respect o its factorisation as a word of 
(A w A - 1),. 
Let H = (I2; "fb*cb~t = bicbt: i >~ 1), where 12 = {b, c, t}. Then H is an HNN-extension of 
F with subgroup (A)r and the identity mapping as isomorphism (cf., e.g. Madlener & 
Otto, 1985). By using the El-decidability of (A)e one can show easily that there exists a 
t-reduction function f s  EI(_2)for H. Thus, the word problem for H is E:decidable. 
Define E := {-fbicb~tbt~bi: i >t 1}. Obviously, we have H -~ (12; E). 
CLAIM 1. The strong derivational complexity of (Y.; E) is bounded above by a function in 
the Grzegorczyk class E 2. 
PROOF. The word problem for F = (Y~o; ~) can be solved by a pseudo-natural algorithm 
in the class E2, that in fact generates trong derivations only. Hence, the proof of 
Theorem 5.6 of Madlener & Otto (1985) applies showing that the strong derivational 
complexity of (Z; E) is bounded above by a function in E2. In fact, it also shows that the 
word problem for (12; E) is solved by a pseudo-natural algorithm in E2. 
Finally, let meN with m1>3, let A~ denote the ruth Ackermann function over N 
(Ritchie, 1965), and let 
L m := {b-fbcbtb~} u {-fffbcbt-b'~(-bTbcbtb~) ' "'" [ i >t. 2}. 
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Then 
(E; L,,,) = (E; "b~Tbicb~t-bi?: i >t 1} ~ (E; E) ~ H, 
i.e, (E; Lm) is just another finitely generated presentation of the group H. 
CLAIM 2. The strong derivational complexity of  (5".; Lm) is bounded above by a function in 
the Grzegorczyk class Em. 
PkOOF. Let we_~* with w~ e. Then there exists a strong derivation 
w =- Wo ~-~ w~ ~ . . . . .  ~.- Wk =- e 
of e from w in (E; E) with k~0([w[), where g~E2 is an upper bound for the strong 
derivational complexity of (E; E), according to Claim 1. Now each step in this derivation 
in which a relator from E u E-~ is deleted can be simulated in (Z;  L,,,) as follows: 
Let 
wj -- u(fb~cbitbl~bl)~v and wj+ 1 = uv 
for some 
j~{0,1 . . . . .  k- l} , i>~l ,u ,  veE_*, and p~{l , - l} ,  
(i) # = 1: wj = uTbicbit'bl?:biv 
~L-,,~ ubibt-lblcb~tbtc(b[bcbt'b?:)A~'l~'~ (by inserting i+ 8. A~(i, i) 
trivial relators) 
9 -~-,ub~iv(by deleting N 9 Am(t, i) + 1 relators from L,,, w L~, ~) 
ILn t 
9 -~-*,,~.uv (by deleting i trivial relators). 
Thus, the step wf-5-.ws+ ~ is simulated by a strong derivation of length: 
a~:= 2 i+1+9 ~ ' . A,,,O, i) in (Z; L, , , ) .  
(ii) # = - 1: Analogously, a strong derivation of c~ t steps suffices. 
Since Iwj[ ~< Iwl +2j, the exponent i used above satisfies i~< Iwjl <~ Iwl + 2j. Thus, the whole 
derivation of e from w in (Z; E) can be simulated by a strong derivation in (2;  L,,) the 
length of which is bounded above by O(Iwl).C%l+2otlwl), i.e. the strong derivational 
complexity of (Z;  L,,) is bounded above by a function in the class E,,. [] 
Obviously, the set L,, is Era-decidable. Hence, the word problem for (E; Lm) is solved 
by a pseudo-natural lgorithm in Em by Lemma 3.2. But there is no pseudo-natural 
algorithm in E,,_ ~ that solves this problem according to the following. 
CLAIM 3. The derivational complexity of (Y.; L,,) is not bounded above by any function in 
the Grzegorczyk class Era-1. 
PROOF. For each i I> 1, let fli: --- -bf-fb~cb~tbic. Then fli ~ e. 
Assume that the function ~p ~ Era- ~ is an upper bound for the derivational complexity of 
A N 9 . (E; L,,). Then there exists an integer iv t> 2 such that ~([fl~[)< ,,(J,j) for all j f> iv. 
Now let j ~> io, and let 
flj = Wo ,%- - .W1 , -~--~W2.-~7-~.  9 " , - -~-- ,w k ~- e ILm II.m J Lm TLm 
be a shortest derivation of e from /?j in (E; L,,,), i.e. k ~< ~(I/~jl). Since the set of words 
{fllli >~ 1} is Nielsen-reduced, flj cannot be factored into different words from this set. 
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Thus, the shortest derivation of e from pj in <Y.; L,,) has the form 
. .  A N 9 
i'L,~ Pj ~ I TL., 
i.e. it is of length k = A~(j, j) + 1 implying 
An~(j,j)+ 1 <~ r < A~(j, j) a contradiction. 
Hence, the derivational complexity of <Z; Lm> is not bounded above by any function in 
the class Era-i. [] 
The above construction can be applied for each integer m >~ 3. Thus, we have shown 
that there exists a finitely generated group H = (Z; E) satisfying all of the following 
conditions: 
(i) The word problem for H is El-decidable. 
(ii) The strong derivational complexity of (Z; E) is bounded above by a function in 
the class E2. 
(iii) For each integer m I> 3, there exists a finitely generated presentation (~; L,,) of H 
such that the strong derivational complexity of (Z; Lm) is bounded above by a 
function in the class Era, but not even the derivational complexity of (~; Lm) is 
bounded above by any function in the class E,,_ 1. 
So the strong defivational complexity is not an invariant of finitely generated group- 
presentations contrasting the situation for the intrinsic omplexity ofthe word problem. On 
the other hand, the strong derivational complexity induces an upper bound for the intrinsic 
complexity of the word problem provided that the set of defining relators i  easily decidable 
(Lemma 3.2). These observations induce thequestion f whether this upper bound can always 
be made to meet he intrinsic omplexity ofthe word problem. Here we are interested infinitely 
generated non-finite group-presentations thathave an easily decidable set of defining relators. 
To answer this question we employ the following technical result. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let ~ = ~tl, t: . . . . .  tr} be a finite alphabet with r >~ 3, and let ~-~ L__c Z* be an 
En-decidable set for some n >I 2. Then there are functions # ~ E l (Z) and k ~ E,(E) satisfying: 
(a) #({t~, t2}*. {t3}*) =L. 
(b) k(E*) ~.{t~, t2}*. {t3}*, and for all weL ,  9(k(w)) ==- w. 
PROOF. Let L be a non-empty E,-decidable subset of Z* for some n ~> 2. Then there is a 
Turing machine M with tape alphabet Zu {b}, where b r 2 denotes the blank symbol, and 
a function 7 e E,(N) such that M computes the characteristic function Xr. of L, and for all 
w~2*,  TM(W) <~ [7(w)l, where TM denotes the running time of M. Now the behaviour of 
the machine M can be described by two functions O, s~El(2),  where O(w,y) is the 
inscription of the output ape of M and s(w, y) is the state of M after executing [Yl steps 
when being started with the initial configuration qoW. Here qo denotes the initial state of 
M (Weihrauch, 1974). 
For each w e Y,*, this gives the following: 
w ~ L if and only if ZL(W) =-- e 
if and only if ~j ~< I~(w)l: O(w, tJ3) = e and s(w, tJ3) = qr 
where qs denotes the final state of M. 
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Each word x s Z* can be interpreted as the r-adie representation f a natural number. 
Define e~.2: Z*~ {t~, t2}* to be the encoding that transforms the r-adic representation x 
of a natural number mx into the 2-adic representation f m~, and let e2.~: {t~, t2 }*~ Z* be 
the reverse transformation. Then a~.2, a2., e Et(Z). 
Finally, let Uo e L be a fixed element of L, and let the function g: Z* --+ Z* be defined as 
follows: 
"a2,r(lIt..m(x)), if x e {q, t2}*. {ta}*, 
and there is an integer 
j ~< II-Iit~(x)l such that 
g(x) : - ,  = e 
and s(cc2.~(Ht,..,~l(x)), t J3  
=qf ,  
.uo, otherwise. 
Here, for a subset F of Z, Hr denotes the projection from E* onto F*. Obviously, we have 
9eEl(Z). 
CLATM. = L.  
PROOF. Let x = xxx2, where x~ e {tl, t2}* and x2 e {ta}*. If there exists an integer j ~< Ixz[ 
such that 
O(a2.r(Ht,,t2)(x)), t~) =- e and S(~z,r(1-1tt,,t2}(X)), t~) =- qs, 
then we can conclude that 
g(x)  - -  -  2,r(x )eL, 
otherwise, we have g(x) - uoeL. Thus, g({tx, t2}*. {t3}*) ~ L, 
in fact, we even have 9(Z*) _ L. 
To prove the reverse containment, let w e L. Then there is an integer j ~< IT(w)[ such that 
O(w, tJa) -- e and s(w, tJa) ~ qf. Take xl and x 2 to be 
xl:--O~r. 2(W)e{tl, t2}* and x2 : -  = t13 yw)I. 
Then 
x: - -x lx2~{t l ,  t2}*.{ta}*, and ~2,,(Ht.,,~}(x))=w, 
and so 0(x) = w. Thus, g({t. t2}*. {t3}*) = L. [] 
Define k(w):=-conc(a,.2(w),Ut3(y(w))), where cone: Z*xZ*~Z*  denotes the 
concatenation, and U~3(w):-= t/wl. Then keE,(Z), k(N*)_ {tl, t2}*.{t3}*, and according 
to the previous paragraph, g(k(w))=-w for all weL.  [] 
Thus, for each n >1 2, each non-empty E,-decidable subset L of E* can be enumerated 
by an El-function 9 such that there exists an E,-function k which, for each w e L, gives an 
index of w with respect o g. 
Now we can state our main result about the strong derivational complexity of finitely 
generated groups with an E,,-decidable word problem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let n >I 1. Then for each finitely generated group G with an E,,.decidable word 
problem, there exists a finitely generated presentation (E; L ) satisfying the Jbllowing two 
conditions: 
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(i) the set L of defining relators is El-decidable, and 
(ii) the strong derivational complexity of (Z ; L> is bounded above by a function in the 
class E,. 
So whenever G is a finitely generated group such that the word problem for G is of 
intrinsic complexity E,, then there exists a finitely generated presentation of G such that 
the set of defining relators is Et-decidable, and the strong derivational complexity is 
bounded above by an E:function. In view of Lemma 3.2, this is the best upper bound for 
the strong derivational complexity that we can possibly expect. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5. Let n/> 1, let G be a finitely generated group with an E:decidable 
word problem, and let (Zo;Lo> be a finitely generated presentation of G. Then 
Li := {we_s w ~ e} is an E,-decidable subset of _Z*. If n = 1, then (Zo; Lt> is a finitely 
generated presentation of G that satisfies the two conditions stated above. Hence, we 
assume in the following that n > 1. 
Let Z := Z0u{t t, t2, t3}, where t,, t2, t3 are three additional letters. Since L~ is a non- 
empty E,-decidable subset of _Z5 there are functions g e Et(_Z) and k e E,(Z) such that: 
(a) g({tl, t2}*, {t3}*) = L1; 
(b) k(Z*) __q {t~, t2}*. {t3}*, and for all weL~, g(k(w)) =- w. 
Define 
L := {tl, t2, t3} w {wg(w) lw e {t i, t2}*. {t3}*}. 
Then 
(Z; L) ~-- <Zo;g(w):we{ti, t2}*.{t3}* ) = <Zo; L1) ~- G, 
i.e. (Z; L> is a finitely generated presentation of G. 
CLAIM 1. L is E:decidable. 
PROOF. For w e Z*, we have the following: w e L if and only if w e {tl, t2, ta} or w ----- w l w 2 
for some wle{ti ,  t2}*. {t3}* and w2e_Z~ satisfying g(w~)=-w2. Since geE~(_Z), this is 
El-decidable. O 
CLAIM 2. The strong derivational complexity of (Z; L> is bounded above by a function in 
the class E,. 
PROOF. Let w e_Z* with w ~ e. The word w can be transformed into the empty word e in 
(Z; L> by a strong derivation as follows: 
(1) w.-z~v:=-II~o(W) be deleting IHt.,,2,,3~(w)l<<.lwl relators of the form ti or 
r, (i~ {1, 2, 3}-). 
(2) Since w ~ v, we have v ~ e. Now veNJ implies that veLi. Let u be the word k(v), 
Then u e {t~, ta}*. {t3}*, and g(u) - v. Now by inserting lul trivial relators and by 
deleting lul relators of the form Yt (ie{1,2,3}) afterwards we obtain 
* -1  * w~Cu uw~-.uv. 
.. L _L  
(3) Since ue{tl, t2}*.{t3}* and v-~g(u), uveL. Thus, uv-~,eo Hence, the strong 
derivational complexity sL of (Z; L> satisfies 
sL(w) < Iwl + 2. Ik(II_zo(w))l + 1, 
i.e. it is bounded above by a function in the class E,. [] 
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The proof given above actually indicates how to effectively obtain strong derivations in
the presentation constructed. Thus, we have shown the following. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let n >t 1, and let G be a finitely generated group with an E,-decidable 
word problem. Then this problem can be solved by a pseudo-natural E,-algorithm that is 
based on some finitely generated presentation (Y,; L) of G with an E~-decidable set of 
defining relators, and that produces trong derivations only. 
DEFINITION 3.7. A finitely generated non-finite group-presentation (~;; L) is called 
context-sensitive (context-free), if the set L of defining relators is a context-sensitive 
(context-free) language over _E. 
Since every El-decidable subset of _E* is a context-sensitive 
(Weihrauch, 1974), Theorem 3.5 implies the following corollary. 
language over E 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let n >t 1, and let G be a .finitely generated group with an E,,-deeidable 
word problem. Then there exists a .finitely generated context-sensitive presentation of G 
whose strong derivational complexity is bounded above by a Jhnction in the class E,,. 
This result immediately induces the question of whether it can be strengthened to give 
context-free presentations. As it will turn out, this is not possible due to the following 
theorem which establishes a close connection between context-free presentations and 
finite presentations. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let (E; L ) be a finitely generated context-free presentation of a group G. 
Then G is finitely presented. Furthermore, if the strong derivational complexity of (Z; L) is 
bounded above by a function in the Grzegorczyk class E n for some n >~ 1, then so is the 
derivational complexity of eachfinite presentation of G. 
This result states that a group that has a finitely generated context-free presentation 
also has finite presentations. But more important, it establishes a close relationship 
between the strong derivational complexity of a context-free presentation and the 
derivational complexity of a finite presentation of the same group. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.9. The set L ~ _E* is context-free, and so by the pumping lemma 
there are constants p and q satisfying: 
VzeL: lz l> p~3u,  v,w,x,y~2_*: Ivwxl<~q 
and vx.~e and z -uvwxy and {uvtwxiyli>-.O}_cL. 
Let 
LI:= {we_~*llwl <~ max{p, 2q} and w ~e}. 
Then L 1 is a finite subset of _2". 
CLAIM 1. Each word z~L can be transformed into e in (Y,; L1) within at most q. ]zl steps. 
PROOF by induction on [z[: 
(i) l~<[z[~<p: Since z~L, we have z=e. Now [zl~p implies z~L1. Hence, z can be 
transformed into e in (2; L1) within a single 'step. 
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(ii) rz[ > p: Since z s L and [zl > p, z can be factored as z - uvwxy with [vwxl ~ q, vx ~ e, 
and {uv~wxiy I i >>. O} ~ L. Since uwy e L, we can conclude z =- uvwxy ~ e ~ uwy, and 
so vwxw- ~ ~ e. Now 
Ivwxw-11 = )vwx)+lw] ~< 2. Ivwxl <~ 2q 
implying vwxw-~L~.  Hence, by first inserting Iwl trivial relators and then deleting 
the relator vwxw-1 eLt,  we obtain 
* -- i  z ~ uvwxy,---~uuwxw y~z~uwy~L. 
tL IL 
Since vx ~ e, we have luwy[ < Izl, and hence, by induction hypothesis uwy can be 
transformed into e in (Z; L1) within q. l uwyl steps. Thus, z is transformed into e in 
(I2; L1) within 
Iwl + 1 + q . luwyl <<. q + q . [uwyl <~ q . [uvwxy[ = q . Iz[ 
steps. [] 
In particular, this means that (2;  L1) is a finite presentation of the group G, i.e. G is in 
fact finitely presented. 
Finally, we assume that the strong derivational complexity of (Y.; L) is bounded above 
by a function k ~ E,, for some n >~ 1. 
CLAIM 2. The derivational complexity of (Z; L1) is bounded above by a function in the 
class E,. 
PROOF. Let w ~_2' with w ~ e. Then there exists a strong derivation 
0 r~ w~,-~Z "~jw~-=e 
of e from w in (2; L) of length l<~k([w[). Since no non-trivial relator is inserted uring 
this derivation, we have [w~[ ~< Iwl +2l for all i = 1, 2 . . . . .  l -1 .  
In order to simulate the above derivation in (12; LI> we must simulate those steps that 
consist in deleting a defining relator zELwL -1, which can be done within q. Izl steps 
according to Claim 1. But the sum of the lengths of all relators from LwL -t that are 
deleted during the above derivation is bounded above by [w[+2l. Thus, the above 
derivation can be simulated in (Z;L1)  within q.(Iw[+21)+l steps. Hence, the 
derivational complexity of (Y~; L~) is in fact bounded above by a function in the 
class E.. [] 
Since the derivational complexity is an invariant of finite group-presentations, we 
conclude that for each finite presentation of G, the derivational complexity is bounded 
above by a function in the class E,, [] 
Theorem 3.9 implies the following. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let n >t 1, and let G be a finitely presented group. I f  the derivational 
complexity of G is not bounded above by a function in the Grzegorczyk class E,, then there 
does not exist a finitely generated context-free presentation of G whose strong derivational 
complexity is bounded above by a function in the class E,. 
Together with Theorem 4.2. of Madlener & Otto (1985) this gives the following result. 
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COROLLARY 3. l 1. For every n, m ~ N with 3 <~ n < m, there exists a.finitely presented group 
G(n, m) satisfying the.following conditions: 
(a) The intrinsic complexity of the word problem Jbr G(n, m) is bounded above by a 
function in the Grzegorczyk class E n, but it is not bounded above by any function in 
the class E,,_ 1. 
(b) The derivational complexity of  each finite presentation of G(n, m) is bounded above by 
a function in the class E,,, but it is not bounded above by any function in the class 
E,,, _ 1 9 
(c) There is no .finitely generated context-free presentation of  G(n, m) such that the 
strong derivational complexity is bounded above by a function in the class Era-1" 
(d) There is a finitely generated context-sensitive presentation of  G(n, m) such that the 
strong derivational complexity is bounded above by a function in the class E n. 
Thus, we have seen that Corollary 3.8 cannot be strengthened to yield context-free 
presentations. So, while context-free presentations are very closely related to finite ones, 
context-sensitive presentations are much more powerful. In particular, context-sensitive 
presentations are capable of reflecting the intrinsic complexity of the word problem 
through the lengths of the shortest strong derivations they generate. 
4. The Derivational Complexity for Finitely Generated Monoid-presentations 
Since groups are monoids satisfying an additional restriction, it is only natural to ask 
whether the results obtained in the previous ection can be generalised to arbitrary finitely 
generated monoids. For a finitely generated non-finite group-presentation we did restrict 
the set of relators which were allowed to be inserted during derivations in order to make 
sure that there were only a finite number of derivations that start with a given word, and 
that are of a given length. In particular, this restriction gave us an upper bound of 
Iwl + 2. I for the length of each word w~ occurring in a derivation of length I starting with a 
given word w. For monoid-presentations i  general, we cannot speak of inserting or 
deleting defining relators but of applying the defining relations in the one or the other 
direction. Here it is not always possible to restrict the lengths of the words occurring in a 
derivation of length I of v from u by a function in the Grzegorczyk class E,, not even in 
case the word problem is En-decidable, as shown by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let E = {a, b, c}, let 
Z = {(a', e), (b 2, b) li >-- 1} u {(bc'b, baft')b)l >I 1}, 
where f(i) := A~(i, i) for all i f> 1, i.e. f is the diagonal of the Ackermann functions 
(Ritchie, 1965), and let M be the monoid presented by (~.; T). 
As can be checked easily, T is Noetherian and confluent when considered as a string 
rewriting system. So each word w e :E* has a unique normal form with respect o T, which 
can be computed as follows: Let w e E* with 
I'i{b,e}(W) --- bi~ 1' " ' " cJkb tk, iv, ik ~ O, i 1 . . . . .  ik- t >I 1 
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and Jl . . . . .  Jk ) 1. Then the normal form # of w is 
f cb,b 
r =--4x bcJk 
I d'b#k 
I,. CJ l 
if i o>f land i  k>ll, 
if io -- 0 and i k >~ 1, 
if i o ~ 1 and i k = O, 
if iv - 0 and i k = 0 and k ~> 2, 
if iv = 0 and ik = 0 and k = 1. 
Thus, the normal form ~ is El-computable from w, and so the word problem for M is 
Et-decidabte. 
For each i~> 1, we have bc~b~u165 i.e. b can be derived from bc~b 
within 3 steps. But during each derivation of b from bc~b in (E; T), the rule bc~b ~ bar176 
must be applied. Hence, for no primitive recursive function 0, the following is satisfied: 
u ~ ~.- v, then there is a derivation of v from u in (Z; T) such that whenever a rule (l, r) e T 
is applied during this derivation, then Irl ~< o(lul, Ivl). In particular, this means that there 
does not exist a primitive-recursive pseudo-natural gorithm q~ for solving the word 
problem for M, where 4~ is based on the given presentation (E; T), since after all, a 
pseudo-natural lgorithm must actually write down the derivation generated. [] 
But despite of this difficulty the following result can be proved along the same lines that 
the corresponding result for groups (Theorem 3.9) was obtained. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let n >i 1. Then for each finitely generated monoid M with an E.-decidable 
word problem, there exists a finitely generated presentation (E; T) of M satisfying the 
following three conditions: 
(i) the set Tof defining relations is EFdecidabIe; 
(ii) the derivational complexity of(Z; T) is bounded above by a function in the class E,,; 
and 
(iii) there exists a pseudo-natural gorithm ~9 in E, for solving the word problem for 
(E; T). 
Since every El-decidable set is a context-sensitive language, we immediately obtain the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let n >1 1, and let M be a finitely generated monoid with an E,-decidable 
word problem. Then there exists a finitely generated presentation (E; T) of M such that the 
set T # := {u#v[(u, v)E T} is context-sensitive, the derivational complexity of (Z; T) is 
bounded above by a function in the Grzegorczyk class E,, and the word problem for (E; T) 
is solved by a pseudo-natural lgorithm in the class E,. 
Now as for group-presentations we may ask whether this result can be strengthened to 
yield context-free monoid-presentations, i.e. monoid-presentations f the form (2; T), 
where Te= {u#v((u, v)eT} is a context-free language. For groups we proved that 
whenever a group has a context-free group-presentation, then this group is already finitely 
presented, and that an upper bound for the strong derivational complexity of a context- 
free presentation immediately translates into an upper bound for the derivational 
complexity of each finite presentation of this group. Now for monoids in general, the 
situation is somewhat different, since there exist finitely generated monoids that are not 
finitely presented, but that do have context-free or even regular presentations. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4. Let s = {a, b, c}, and let T = {(ab'c, e) li >f 1}. Then T* = {ab'c# l i >i 1}, 
which is clearly a regular language. Hence, the monoid M presented by (E; T) has a 
finitely generated regular presentation. Since T is Noetherian and confluent, when 
considered as a string rewriting system, the results of O'Dunlaing (1983) imply that the 
word problem for M is decidable in linear time. 
For each finite subset R of T, we have M~(s  R). This shows that the monoid M is 
not finitely presented. [] 
Thus, Theorem 3.9 cannot be generalised to the class of all finitely generated monoids. 
This leaves the following question: Does there exist a finitely presented monoid M 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) the word problem for M is En-decidable, 
(ii) for no finite presentation fM is the derivational complexity bounded above by a 
function in the class E,, but 
(iii) there exists a finitely generated context-free (or even regular) presentation of M 
whose derivational complexity is bounded above by a function in the class E,,? 
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